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C4D: Decide who will conduct the research or evaluation (or other
studies for monitoring)

What is it?

Research, monitoring and evaluation tasks (such as developing an M&E Framework, undertaking small
studies and evaluations) can be done internally by existing staff (within one organisation or as a partnership
or joint activity involving a number of implementing partners), externally by a consultant, or a hybrid of
these two options (where there is a combination of internal staff and stakeholders and external researchers
and evaluators). It could also be done by peers, or by community groups. Required types of expertise, need
for fresh outsider perspectives, cost, and time are key issues in deciding who will conduct some or all of the
evaluation tasks. 

General information

The steps of the Manager's Guide to Evaluation for planning and managing evaluation give a comparison of
the strengths and trade-offs of internal and external evaluation methods. This guide helps decision-makers to
be explicit about the reasons for decisions. The steps also provide guidance on qualities to consider when
recruiting external evaluators or researchers. The Rainbow Framework also provides an overview
of key methods and approaches for deciding who will conduct an evaluation. These pages are recommended
background reading before considering methods to apply to C4D.

Applying the C4D principles 

Participatory

One important decision that needs to be made is who will conduct the R,M&E. This might mean involving
internal staff, partners, community groups and other stakeholders in the R,M&E process. External consultant
may still have a role in participatory R,M&E:

An external consultant might be involved as a facilitator of a participatory R,M&E process
If stakeholders are involved in decision making about the R,M&E, they may decide that an external
consultant is more beneficial, for example, for reasons of credibility, time scarcity, or particular
expertise. The list of trade-offs can be a useful tool to have this discussion with stakeholders.

Learning-based

Sometimes there are very few local evaluators with the skills and knowledge to be able to undertake C4D
evaluation and studies. In these cases partnerships between international/regional consultants, local
consultants and local community groups and organisations can be considered. In these situations you can
state explicitly that mentoring and capacity development of the local partner are expected. 

Critical

What are the assumptions about who should conduct the R,M&E? What alternatives are there, and how
might they be more or less inclusive of diverse voices? What kinds of qualities are important for a facilitator/
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evaluator? How will might different facilitators influence power dynamic.

Recommended methods and adaptations for C4D

General options

Decide who will conduct the evaluation

Several good methods and approaches that would work well for C4D are listed on this page of the
Rainbow Framework, including methods such as internal methods; hybrid methods; community-based
methods; external consultant; expert review; and peer review, and approaches such as horizontal
evaluation and participatory evaluations.

Mentoring role descriptions

Determine the evaluator qualities

If mentoring roles will be part of your plan, consider this as part of determining consultant qualities,
and include it in the EOI (see Document management processes and agreements for further
information).

Resource

The community radio continuous improvement toolkit

This toolkit is premised on a mix of self-assessment and peer-review towards co-learning and
horizontal evaluation. In this case, it is fellow community radio station staff and volunteers who
undertake the assessment. It was created in the context of community radios in India, but, with some
adaptation of the questions, the processes and guidance could be applied to support peer-assessment
between organisations doing a range of different types of C4D.

Examples

Ruka Juu II: Young farmers in business
PDF
4.02 MB

The Ruka Juu Impact Evaluation was undertaken as a partnership between C4D NGO Femina HIP's
Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) department, international consultants and two local partners.

My Rights My Voice completion report 2011-2016

My Rights My Voice Completion Report was led by a team of independent evaluators. Youth familiar
with the programme were included in the field research as ‘peer evaluators’ in three out of the four
countries. After initial training and the development of appropriate data collection tools, they
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independently carried out evaluation research with peers, parents and teachers, and presented the
findings to Oxfam staff and partners.

This example is consistent with the C4D Evaluation framework in relation to this task in the following
ways:

Participatory: the report's background section (52-53) provides an example of an evaluation can
be designed to incorporate both professional evaluators and young people in conducting
evaluation tasks.
Learning-based: participation of young people in peer-evaluation was to support mutual
learning. It depended on adequate training in data collection tools.

C4D: Participatory Matrix

Participation is a fundamental element of C4D, and should, where possible and appropriate, be incorporated
into RM&E as a means of developing effective, innovative and sustainable C4D.

Different stakeholders can be engaged for different purposes and at different phases of RM&E planning and
implementation. Participation in the form of providing information/data is a fairly nominal form of
participation, while at the other end of the spectrum inclusion in decision making can be ‘transformative’ and
‘empowering’ .

Participatory matrix

A participation and role matrix can help to map out which stakeholders will be contributing to which kinds of
activities.

The level of participation increases from left to right. To map the stakeholders using the matrix, list the
stakeholders in the first column, then indicate which roles each stakeholder has in the M&E/study (there may
be more than one).

You can turn this into a collaborative process by discussing this matrix with stakeholders. You might want to
replicate it on a large piece of paper. Consider the established decision making processes to determine who
should be involved in determining how different groups might be engaged.

 
(lower level of
participation -
nominal)

     
higher level of participation -
potentially transformative)

Stakeholder
Sources of
data/information

Collectors
of data

Analysts
of data

Decision-makers
about what to do
with the M&E
findings.

 

Decision-makers about what the
M&E/study should focus on, and
how it should be done, and what
to do with the findings.
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Resources

Impact evaluation: UNICEF's briefs and videos

Nikola Balvin, Knowledge Management Specialist at the UNICEF Office of Research – Innocenti,
presents new resources on impact evaluation and discusses how they can be used to support managers
who commission impact evaluations.

Engaging stakeholders

Community fairs

A community fair is an event organised within the local community with the aim of providing
information about a project and raising awareness of relevant issues.

Fishbowl technique

The fish bowl activity is used to manage group discussion.

Formal meeting processes

Studies have demonstrated that attendance at meetings and conferences, planning discussions within
the project related to use of the program evaluation, and participation in data collection foster feelings
of evaluation involvement among stakeholders (T

Informal meeting processes

Informal meetings can simply be a conversation between an evaluator and a key stakeholder that is not
conducted in a formal way.
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